MTSU Majorette Auditions

Due to the current COVID circumstances beyond our control, we will be holding our MTSU Band of Blue Majorette Auditions via video recording again this year. Please register online at www.mtsu.edu/bands. Send a letter of recommendation and audition video (See video requirements below) to MTSUMajorettes@yahoo.com and Jen.stembridge@mtsu.edu. These videos still must be RECEIVED BY the end of the day on April 24, 2021.

Video Requirements:

*Dance/Twirl Routine – Music selection of your choice (2-3 minutes maximum).

Criteria for evaluation includes:

i. Coordination of routine to music
ii. Simultaneous footwork and twirling
iii. Variety of dance steps
iv. Showmanship
v. Multiple Batons

*Tricks

Please record yourself doing as many of the below tricks as you are capable of doing. Do the highest level of the given trick... Example: there is no need in doing a vertical 1 spin if you are capable of a 4 spin. Simply do the most difficult level of that trick that you are currently capable of catching.

* 2/3/4 SPINS (flat and vertical)
* TOSS ILLUSION-FORWARD/REVERSE (flat and vertical)
* 1-SPIN REV. ILLUSION
* DOUBLE ILLUSION (if not ready for the toss, practice bodywork)
* TOSS CARTWHEEL (both directions) (flat and vertical)
* TOSS WALK-OVER **if you can do them**
* DOUBLE WALK-OVER **if you can do them**
* TOSS FAN KICK
* TOSS BOW
* TOSS AERIALS (no handed cartwheels) **if you can do them**
* 2/3 BATON SERIES
* Leap tricks
* ROLLS-elbows, fishtails, back-necks, fujimis, long arm rolls/angel rolls

* ALTERNATE CATCHES: RIGHT, LEFT, BACK HAND, BEHIND BACK, BLIND-R&L, UNDER LEG, ETC.

If you have any questions, please let us know.

Niki Riley & Erica Geisler
MTSU Raiderette Coaches

mtsumajorettes@yahoo.com